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The sixth generation Honda Accord was available as a four-door sedan or a two-door coupe and
was produced by Honda from September for the model year to For the sixth generation, Honda
split the Accord into three separate models, designed for the Japanese, North American, and
European markets. However, the wagon was discontinued in North America while the coupe
was discontinued in Japan. This generation also spawned two distinctively branded
performance versions for European and Japanese domestic markets, dubbed Type R and Euro
R, respectively. On the origin of these models, it is rumored [1] that with the advent of the sixth
generation Accord, "Honda England were let loose to build a car that would compete with
Subaru and Mitsubishi 's Evo. They came up with the Accord Type R, a lightened around kg
track version with no sound deadening or luxuries". Honda Japan followed suit in , "took the
Accord Type R and developed the Accord Euro R hence the 'Euro'pean tag " which has a similar
chassis, suspension that is interchangeable with European model, same engine slightly
detuned for European Type R , and nearly identical interior trim. The Japanese models,
introduced on 4 September for the model year, became narrower than the previous generation,
returning to the favorable compact car tax bracket , except for Euro R and wagon, which were
classified as the larger mid-sized classification. This was the last generation that was badge
engineered as the Isuzu Aska. When the previous generation Accord grew in exterior
dimensions, this reclassified the Accord as a midsized car in Japan. The second generation
Honda Inspire was manufactured in two platforms, with the smaller G20A five-cylinder engine
installed in a shorter and narrower sedan that complied with "compact" regulations. This effort
reflected Honda's positioning of Honda Clio as a luxury car dealership that sold the luxury
sedans Honda Legend and Honda Inspire , similar to their efforts in North America with the
Acura brand. Honda continued to offer the Accord station wagon in Japan. All trim levels sold in
Japan were available with Honda's newly created, internet-based telematics service called
Internavi. It was also fitted with a unique factory body kit that included flares and was available
in some colors not available to other Accords such as Milano Red. The Accord sold at Honda
Clio locations and the Torneo sold at Honda Verno and Primo locations are the same car, aside
from minor cosmetic differences in the exterior, most notably front of the car. The model was
named the Euro-Rx. These included factory rear privacy glass, a titanium gear knob, optional
Red-checker interior original gold-checker and bronze coloured alloy wheels. The high-stop
spoiler also became standard on all models. The ECU was upgraded to resolve the issue of
cold-starts causing hesitation on acceleration and the gearbox syncros were upgraded to a
higher quality alloy to lengthen their lifespan. The SiR-T model included a 2. The F20B had a
unique blue valve cover and like all the larger displacement Honda engines, the F20B was
mounted with a tilt towards the driver. F20B engines could rev at higher rpms than H22As
because it had a shorter stroke. Moving the gear-stick over to the right allowed manual
selection of 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th gear using up and down shift actions just like the sequential
gearboxes used on the JGTC NSX. When a particular gear is selected, the gear stays in position
at all rpm. When pushed against the rev limiter, the engine would bounce against it just like a
manual. However, the gear ratios for each gear were the same as the normal mode. The
transmission still worked like a normal automatic transmission in all other operating modes.
The SiR wagon model included the only 2. The H23A also came with a blue valve cover and was
the largest displacement of the H-series Honda engines. The H23A was mounted with a tilt
towards the driver. The H23A had a longer stroke than the H22A. The H23A had better
acceleration because the peak torque occurred sooner at lower rpm when compared to the
H22A. While previous generations of the Coupe were considered two-door versions of the
sedan, the Coupe was the first to be given an exclusive front fascia, rear tail lights which
resemble those found on the NSX , wheels, and many other body panels, and was now marketed
as a somewhat separate model, the "Accord Coupe", to set it away from the more
family-oriented sedan version. It also allowed the Coupe, which was exported to other markets,
to fit in more easily with the local Accord versions. It was developed by Honda engineer Laura
Minor into production form until January , being then developed into prototypes for testing.
Starting with this generation, cabin air filters also known as pollen filters were installed as
standard equipment and are located behind the glove compartment internationally. G
development began in January during final development of the CD , with design work starting
later that year. A design for the sedan by Shinji Takashima and Toshihiko Shimizu was chosen
in January and later frozen for production by the middle of Prototype test mules were tested
from mid in CD Accord body panels, with full body prototypes being used from Design patents
were filed on 8 March , with development ending in March Sedan mass production began in
August , with customers deliveries starting on September 23, Coupe production began in
September , going on sale on November 4, The DX model was fitted with a 2. All 4-cylinder
models, except for the "SE", came with a 5-speed manual transmission standard, and with a

four-speed automatic as optional equipment. The SE was only available with the automatic
transmission. The DX remained the value-oriented trim with no audio system, manual windows,
manual locks, no cruise control, rear drum brakes, and inch steel wheels. The DX Value
Package added a radio-cassette player, air conditioning, and cruise control; this was known as
the Accord DX in Canada where it was the base model of the lineup. The LX trim added power
windows, power locks, door courtesy lights and inch steel wheels; the SE special edition
package available since added inch alloy wheels, and optional leather trim, but was only
available with the 4-speed automatic. Leather seating, CD player, and power sunroof were
factory installed options for the EX. All V6 sedan and coupe models received the 3. Some
dealer-installed options included: gold finish kit, gold finish exhaust tip s , gold finish wheel
center caps, 6-disc in-dash CD changer, tape deck, fog lights, wing spoiler, alarm system,
sunroof visor, car cover and accessory chrome wheels. However, in , the Accord became the
first Honda in Australia to be imported from Thailand. In March , the Accord received a facelift,
while at the same time, the option of a manual transmission was dropped. New colour choices
with the facelift included Naples Gold, Signet Silver, and Nighthawk Black, the first time that
black was offered in an Australian market Accord. In September , both the American-market
Accord sedan and coupe received a minor facelift. A new front fascia, rear bumper, side skirt
alteration, new taillights and wheel designs freshened the Accord's look. The interior saw few
changes with the exception of some fabric and audio configuration changes. All V6 models also
included a traction control system that could be disabled by a switch, the first Accord to have
such a system included. The VTi model was fitted with a 2. Both models are available with either
a 5-speed manual transmission or a 4-speed automatic transmission. Honda made the decision
to continue this generation of Accord an extra year. Previously, the Accord ran four years on a
single body-style and facelift before being redesigned. The typical Accord generation cycle was
a trend, with a newly released model running for years 1 and 2 unaltered, then getting a facelift
for years 3 and 4 before a major redesign. This generation would run a total of 5 years in a
trend, with the facelift occurring in year four. Accord sales remained steady despite the
additional year. Despite the Accord's reputation for reliability, the V6 models were plagued by
transmission failures and prompted class action lawsuits against the company 4-cylinder
models were also affected, but not to the same extent. No formal recall occurred. In Canada,
recall letters were sent out to owners who fell within a certain VIN range; this warranty was later
re-extended for some owners to seven years in length. Beginning in at launch, Accord keys
were equipped with immobilizer microchips. In late , the Accord was equipped with foldable
mirrors. The Accord was also assembled in New Zealand at the very end of overall CKD car
production due to the abolition of import tariffs on built cars which made local assembly
uneconomic. Small numbers of Accords were imported right hand drive from the U. The Thai
factory continues to supply New Zealand with the latest generation Accord and now also ships
that line and other Honda models to Australia and elsewhere in South East Asia. Concerns over
airbag safety plagued the Japanese automaker. The company announced it was recalling
vehicles citing driver's airbags that deploy with too much force during collisions. Honda says 2,
faulty airbags were installed as repairs to customer vehicles after a collision. But since the
company cannot accurately track down which Honda received the flawed airbags, Honda
broadened its search to include the â€” Accord. Since November , Honda has recalled some 1.
At its last similar expanded recall in February , Honda said the too-powerful airbags have been
involved in 12 incidents, including one fatality. The European Accord, also made in Swindon,
was different in its styling and was also shorter than the Japanese- and American-market
Accords. It was available as a sedan and a 5-door hatchback liftback , with the U. It was a
platform improvement of the previous generation "European Accord", a joint project with the
Rover Group that created the Rover , as well as the Honda Ascot Innova. The basic S came with
ABS, alarm, engine immobilizer, and air-conditioning, with the SE added the options of metallic
paint, cruise control, climate control and later, satellite navigation. The â€” ES version came
with all those features except the satellite navigation optional , as well as a walnut and leather
trimmed interior with heated front seats. This model was renamed as the SE Executive in late
The EU version had a minor facelift in including a revised grill, alloy wheels, bumpers and both
rear and front lights. In , the trim range was expanded with a Type-V; with leather trim as
standard equipment, satellite navigation and a tiptronic automatic transmission as optional. The
Sport model, which was as the SE, came with modified styling, spoiler, and a color-coded side
skirt as opposed to black plastic. Other engines included a 1. The Type-R, Type-V, and Sport
trims can had a badge on the front grill and hood lid, though the pre-facelift models only
signified Type-R on the front. Walnut trim interior was also dropped for the SE Executive during
the facelift, while a new climate control system was added. Recaro seats, leather-wrapped
Momo steering wheel, stiffer suspension, dual exhaust including 4â€”2â€”1 stainless headers ,

and an aluminum-alloy gear shift knob also came standard. Like the Euro R, the Type R was
fitted with a factory body kit. Other differences from the standard model include hydraulic
power steering on the Type R. The R model was facelifted in with updates to the bumpers and
fog lights, but removing the factory fitted bodykit. The electric radio aerial was also replaced,
with a smaller "Bee Sting" style aerial situated at the rear of the roof line. The 5 speed gearbox
was revised with stronger synchros in response to a number of failures on the earlier cars, and
the exhaust was fitted with more subtle tips, angled downwards and unpolished in comparison
to the pre-facelift's straight chrome tips. The interior and other parts stayed identical. Sales of
the Type R were low; for example, less than two thousand were sold in the UK alone. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
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available for leasing purposes only. Conditions apply. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Use my
current location. The legendary Accord gets redesigned inside and out, featuring sophisticated
materials, next-level intelligence and Hybrid model updatesâ€”once again shaking up the
perception of midsize sedans. When the first Accord hit American shores 40 years ago, it
defined a new kind of car. On March 20, the millionth Honda Accord was built. Honda also
released a two-motor hybrid powertrain that achieved peak, concurrent horsepower and
received a 50 mpg EPA city rating. The fifth-generation Accord included world-class safety
features, low emissions and improved environmental considerations. A year later, it got its first
V6. In , Honda produced the Accord at an all-new plant in Ohio making us the first Japanese
automaker to build cars in America using domestic and globally-sourced parts. Our first Accord
was a hatchback that shocked the industry with its features, refinement and high sales. This
was followed by a sedan model in Visit Honda Automobiles homepage. Arriving Spring
Shopping Tools. Are you sure? Your ZIP Code helps us search inventory at dealers near you.
Accord Family Intro Models Heritage Awards. A History in the Making. The Accord Legacy In ,
the first Accord was introduced. For a humble hatchback, it was a runaway successâ€”winning
over car buyers with its simple design and fuel-efficiency. It quickly became the best-selling car
in America and continues to hold the honor, with over 13 million sold. As a revolutionary car for
both Honda and the entire auto industry, its performance, value and lasting power have been
proven time and again. For nine generations, the fun-to-drive Accord has consistently brought
the automotive mainstream unforeseen levels of technology, fuel-efficiency, safety and
reliability. From advanced powertrains to addressing environmental issues, these milestones
have changed what American consumers expect in a quality automobile. For over 40 years, the
Accord has lived up to its reputation as a genuine innovator. Each generation has introduced
the automotive mainstream to new and unexpected advancements, earning the trust of more
American car buyers than any other vehicle during this time. Never resting on our laurels, this
drive pushes us to continually develop world-class safety, efficiency and design. The 10th

generation Accord has been engineered to fully embody this purpose. Five Generations. More
Features. A Vigorous Redesign In , Honda produced the Accord at an all-new plant in Ohio
making us the first Japanese automaker to build cars in America using domestic and
globally-sourced parts. Honda Accord Debuts Our first Accord was a hatchback that shocked
the industry with its features, refinement and high sales. Compare electrified vehicles to see
which one best fits your lifestyle. The Accord nameplate has been applied to a variety of
vehicles worldwide, including coupes , station wagons , hatchbacks and a Honda Crosstour
crossover. Since initiation, Honda has offered several different car body styles and versions of
the Accord, and often vehicles marketed under the Accord nameplate concurrently in different
regions differ quite substantially. It debuted in , as a compact hatchback, though this style only
lasted through , as the lineup was expanded to include a sedan, coupe, and wagon. By the
sixth-generation Accord at the end of the s, it evolved into an intermediate vehicle, with one
basic platform but with different bodies and proportions to increase its competitiveness against
its rivals in different international markets. For the eighth-generation Accord released for the
North American market in , Honda had again chosen to move the model further upscale and
increase its size. Environmental Protection Agency EPA defines as a mid-size car to just above
the lower limit of a full-size car , [2] with the coupe still rated as a mid-size car. In , the
ninth-generation Accord sedan, with smaller exterior dimensions, was once again classified as
a mid-size car at cubic feet 3. However, the tenth-generation Accord sedan, with similar exterior
dimensions, returned to full-size car status with its combined interior space of cubic feet 3. In ,
the Accord became the first car from a Japanese manufacturer to be produced in the United
States when production commenced in Marysville, Ohio at Honda's Marysville Auto Plant. The
Accord has achieved considerable success, especially in the United States, where it was the
best-selling Japanese car for sixteen years â€”97 , topping its class in sales in and , with around
ten million vehicles sold. In , the Accord was the first vehicle sold under an import brand to
become the best-selling automobile in the United States. Honda, after establishing itself as a
leading manufacturer of motorcycles during the s, began production of automobiles in The car
had a transverse-mounted front engine, front-wheel drive FF layout, which would be adopted for
the later N , H and Civic models. The Civic gave Honda their first market success competing
with manufacturers of standard compact cars, which were the growth segment as sales of
minicars plateaued and waned in the early s, and their first major impact in the export market. It
had the advantages of not requiring a catalytic converter or unleaded fuel to meet the emissions
requirements of the s and early s. After the well-received launch of the Civic, Honda started on
the development of a larger companion model. Honda's original concept for a larger, quieter,
more powerful and comfortable car was a four-door sedan powered by a cc inline-six engine,
designated Project For reasons including managing development costs, leveraging the
technology of their Civic, and ability to adapt production facilities to the new model, Honda
changed their focus to building upon the Civic's successful formula in a larger package,
designated Project However, one account of the timeline reports that mechanical engineering
under Project got underway in Extensive pre-production testing was performed under a wide
variety of conditions, to assure the Accord's suitability for the varied uses an export model
would be subjected to. For the new model, Honda chose the name "Accord", reflecting "Honda's
desire for accord and harmony between people, society and the automobile. The Accord's final
form, with an extended nose and extended coupe cabin with a sloping hatchback rear, was a
logical derivation of the stubby hatchback design of the Civic and it provided ample leeway for
use of Civic-derived components. It showed similarity to the Volkswagen Scirocco , which had
been introduced in January , leading to speculation that the form of the Accord was copied from
the Scirocco. However, the Accord's form had been finalized months prior to the Scirocco's
introduction. To comply with gradually tightening emission regulations enacted in Japan , the
engine was fitted with Honda's CVCC technology. The Accord sold well due to its moderate size
and great fuel economy. In an LX version of the hatchback was added which came with air
conditioning, a digital clock, and power steering. Until the Accord, and the closely related
Prelude , power steering had not been available to cars under two liters. On 14 October a year
later in the U. Technically, the sedan was not changed from the hatchback, and the wheelbase
remained the same as well. This did result in a rather long rear overhang to fit a full-sized trunk.
In the U. In the optional two-speed semi-automatic transmission of previous years became a
three-speed fully automatic gearbox a four-speed automatic transaxle was not used in the
Accord until the model year. The North American versions had slightly redesigned bumper trim.
Other changes included new grilles and taillamps and remote mirrors added on the four-door
chrome and the LX black plastic models. At the same time, California-specification engines
received a four-port exhaust valve head and a catalytic converter. This version of the EK1
engine was equivalent to the 49 state High-Altitude engine, with the addition of an air jet

controller device that helped maintain the proper mixture at higher altitudes above feet. In North
America, the model year only brought detail changes such as new fabrics and some new color
combinations. Y was replaced by Oslo Ivory No. Dark brown was discontinued, as was the
bronze metallic. A bit later in , and SE 4-door model was added for the first time, with Novillo
leather seats and power windows. Base model hatchbacks, along with the four-door, LX, and SE
four-door, all received the same smaller black plastic remote mirror. The instrument cluster was
revised with mostly pictograms which replaced worded warning lights and gauge markings. The
shifter was redesigned to have a stronger spring to prevent unintentional engagement of
reverse, replacing the spring-loaded shift knob of the to model year cars. The shift lever was
also shortened by a couple of inches, with a larger thread diameter, allowing usage of later
Honda shift knobs, including the rectangular knob used on all and newer Accords. Since its first
year in the American market, it also became the best-selling Japanese nameplate in the United
States, retaining that position for about 15 years. This allowed Honda to sell the product at
different sales channels called Honda Clio , which sold the Accord, and Honda Verno , that sold
the Vigor. Vehicles with a manual transmission and the CVCC carburetor earned European
market cars received the tested 1. This automobile included popular features of the time such
as shag carpet , velour cabin trim, and chrome accents. An optional extra on the Accord was an
Electro Gyrocator , the world's first automatic in-car navigation system. The LX hatchback
offered a digital clock and slightly higher fuel economy due to its lighter weight. In Europe, the
Accord was available as a fairly well equipped for the time standard version, as well as a very
luxurious EX model at a modest upcharge. In the United States, Federal lighting regulations
required headlamps of sealed beam construction and standard size and shape on all vehicles,
so Accords in North America were equipped with four rectangular headlamp units rather than
the aerodynamic composite replaceable-bulb units used on Accords sold outside North
America note European specification imagery. Other Automotive lighting variations included
amber front and red rear side marker lights and reflectors in North America, and headlamp
washers and a red rear fog lamp for European markets. Japanese-market Accords were unique
from all other markets in that they offered adjustable ride height control and side-view mirrors
installed on the mid-forward fenders. In November , Honda made a fully four-speed automatic
available with the 1. This quickly filtered through to export markets, where the outdated
Hondamatic was soon superseded entirely. The manual five-speed transmission remained
unchanged. The Special Edition SE featured Novillo leather seating, power windows, a power
sunroof, and door locks. Gray was added as a color option. A slightly modified EK-2 engine was
introduced, replacing the earlier EK-1, albeit still carbureted. By , Accords sold in the eastern
United States were produced at the new Marysville plant, with quality considered equal to those
produced in Japan. In June , for the model year, the Accord body was restyled with a slightly
downward beveled nose and a new series of valve CVCC powerplants. Honda integrated rear
side marker lights and reflectors into the side of the tail light units. European Accords now
included a side turn signal repeater just behind each front wheel well. The U. The LX offered
velour upholstery, auto-reverse cassette stereo, air conditioning, cruise control, power brakes,
power steering, power windows and power door locks sedan only , a digital clock, roof pillar
antenna, along with thick black belt moldings, integrated bumpers and flush plastic mock-alloy
style wheels covers that resembled the trend-setting Audi Supplies were tight, as in the Eastern
states, the wait was months for a Graphite Gray sedan, a then-popular color. The LX hatchback
was the only version of the Accord to include dual side-view mirrors. The Accord SE Sedan
carried over features of the SE Sedan, including leather interior, power windows, power
antenna, and aluminum alloy wheels. Only one color was offered in the SE trim: Dove Gray. The
sedan was available in four exterior colors, Greek White and three metallic options: Columbus
Gray, Regency Red burgundy , and Stratos Blue steel. It was one of the first Japanese
engineered vehicles to offer computer controlled, fuel-injection with one injector per cylinder,
also known as multiple port fuel injection. This arrived on 24 May on the ES series 1. In , the
Special Edition returned as the SE-i, capitalizing on the final year of the second generation's
production. The moniker, SE-i, was adapted from the SE trim, but included the "-i" to signify the
higher trim level's fuel-injected engine. Like the previous SE trim in , the SE-i featured Novillo
leather seating, power moonroof, bronze-tinted glass, a premium sound system with cassette,
and inch alloy wheels. Available options differed from market to market. The 1. Japan generally
received more options earlier than the rest of the world. In , the Accord offered an adjustable
ride height air suspension in the Japanese market. From in Japan and in Europe, the
second-generation Accord was available with anti-lock brakes called ALB as an option. This
braking system was the first time that an Accord used four-wheel disc brakes. Fuel injection
became available in in the Japanese market with the earlier introduction of the ES3 engine in the
SE-i. Models took a year to arrive in North American and European markets with less stringent

emissions laws continuing, using carburetors throughout second-generation production. It had
a very striking exterior design styled by Toshi Oshika in , that resonated well with buyers
internationally. One notable feature was the hidden headlamps. Because this generation was
also sold as the Honda Vigor, the Accord received the hidden headlamps. Honda's Japanese
dealership channel called Honda Verno all had styling elements that helped identify products
only available at Honda Verno. As a result, Japanese market Accords had a Honda Verno styling
feature but were sold at newly established Japanese dealerships Honda Clio with the all-new,
luxury Honda Legend sedan, and international Accords were now visually aligned with the
Prelude, the CR-X, and the new Integra. Accords in all other bodies hatchback, AeroDeck, coupe
had only retractable headlamps worldwide. At its introduction in , it won the Car of the Year
Japan Award. The third-generation Accord became the first Honda to employ double wishbones
at both the front and rear ends. While more expensive than competitors' MacPherson strut
systems, this setup provided better stability and sharper handling for the vehicle. All had front
sway bars and upper models had rear sway bars as well. Brakes were either small all-wheel
discs with twin-piston calipers only available on the Japanese-market 2. ABS was available as
an option on the 4-wheel disc brake models, though not in North America. Base model Accords
rode on inch steel wheels with hubcaps with more expensive models having the option of inch
alloy wheels. The engine block in Thailand was marked as A. The Accord's trim levels ranged
from spartan to luxurious. In the Japanese home market, the Accord was available with a full
power package, heated mirrors optional , a digital instrument cluster optional , sunroof optional
, cruise control, and climate control which was also optional. Some North European export
models also had heated front seats and headlight washers. North American and Australian
Accords were not available with most of these options, presumably and in the U. Throughout
the different markets, in addition to the sedan model, the Accord was available with different
body styles which included a three-door hatchback, a three-door shooting-brake called Accord
AeroDeck , and a two-door coupe which was added in for the model year. The coupe, which was
built exclusively in Honda's Marysville, Ohio factory, was "reverse exported" back to Japan
where it was known as the US-coupe CA6. In , the last year of production for the third
generation, the SE-i trim returned again to the American market in sedan and coupe models.
Standard features in the SE-i included leather-trimmed seats and door panel inserts, alloy
wheels, power assisted 4-wheel disc brakes, tinted glass, air conditioning, power steering,
power windows, power moonroof sedan only , dual outlet exhaust, dual body colored power
mirrors, and a Bose audio system with steering wheel mounted controls. Additional standard
features included cruise control, fold-down rear seat backs, adjustable steering column, quartz
digital clock, remote trunk release, rear window defroster and intermittent wipers. Two color
combinations were available for the sedan: Charcoal Granite Metallic with gray leather interior
trim or Tuscany Taupe Metallic with beige leather interior trim. For the coupe, two different color
combinations were available: Asturias Gray Metallic with gray leather interior trim and Brittany
Blue-Green Metallic with beige leather interior trim. The third-generation Accord was sold in
Japan, Europe, and New Zealand as a three-door hatchback with a flat roof over the rear seats,
known in Europe as a shooting-brake. The body style of a flat roof hatchback was also used on
the third-generation Honda Civic third generation subcompact, the second-generation Honda
City supermini and the first-generation Honda Today kei car. The Honda CR-X was the only
three-door hatchback that adopted a fastback, sloping rear hatch " kammback " appearance,
demonstrating a performance car appearance identified with Honda Verno products during the
mids. In North America, the Accord coupe and hatchback models were offered instead. In parts
of Continental Europe, the Accord five-door station wagon was also called the Accord AeroDeck
from until , when the name of the station wagon was renamed the "Accord Tourer". The cargo
handling abilities of the AeroDeck were ceded to the fourth-generation Accord station wagon in
The AeroDeck returned an aerodynamic value of. Unfortunately, the appearance was not well
received in Japan, as the introduction of the Accord Coupe was more well-liked. The
appearance was more popular in the United Kingdom. The AeroDeck was equipped with a
four-wheel double wishbone suspension, which gave both a comfortable ride and cornering
performance. Note that the top model in Japan "2. Visibility from the driver's seat and the
passenger seat was better due to the lower instrument panel design of the front window and a
large windshield. And switches are arranged efficiently and at the time was the driving position
can be fine-tuned adjustments. Because of the shape of the vehicle and the flat roof that
continued to the rear of the vehicle, opening the rear hatch had some drawbacks in low
clearance environments. The lower part of the hatch was not like one used on a station wagon
that went all the way down to the rear bumper, so loading cargo into the back wasn't as
convenient as a conventional station wagon with a one-piece hatchback. The rear hatch also
wrapped into the rear roof, similar to a gull wing door so that the rear glass was in two pieces,

one for the back window, and another part on the rear roof. When open, the hatch rose above
the roof at a right angle, providing additional overhead clearance when the hatch was open.
Moreover, because of the emphasis on aiding rear-seat passenger entry, a longer front door
was installed, and because power windows were not installed on the lower trim packages "LX",
"LX-S" and as such, the window regulator opening felt heavy. The fourth-generation Accord,
introduced on the "CB" chassis, was unveiled in for the model year. Although much larger than
its predecessor the sedan's styling was evolutionary, featuring the same low slung design and
wraparound rear window as the third-generation Accord. For the first time, a 3-door hatchback
was no longer available internationally. This was one of the first U. The growing popularity of
the Accord internationally was evident in the ever-increasing dimensions, which now matched
almost exactly with the first-generation Legend introduced in For this fourth-generation Accord,
Honda made significant engineering design improvements. All Accords sold in North America
came with a completely new all-aluminum 2. Also noteworthy, all Accords equipped with
automatic transmissions used an electronically controlled rear engine mount to reduce
low-frequency noise and vibration. The mount contained two fluid-filled chambers separated by
a computer-controlled valve. At low engine speeds, fluid is routed through the valve damping
vibration. Above rpm, fluid is routed around the valve making the engine mount stiffer. The
Canadian Accord trim levels varied slightly from the U. Fourth-generation Japanese-assembled
EXi Accords sold in Australia offered the same 4-wheel steering technology as was available
optionally on the U. Honda Prelude, but was not included on the New Zealand-assembled
versions. Cruise control was dropped from the DX sedan, with air conditioning remaining a
dealer-installed option. The LX kept the same features as the previous generation including air
conditioning, power windows, door locks, and mirrors. The 90â€”91 EX added 5 horsepower
due to a different exhaust manifold design, slightly larger exhaust piping, and a twin outlet
muffler. Some models though rare were special ordered with an anti-lock braking system at that
time abbreviated as ALB, now all automakers refer to it as ABS. A redesigned manual
transmission with a hydraulic clutch was standard equipment in all trims while an all-new
electronically controlled 4-speed automatic transmission was optional for all models. Some new
dealer-installed accessories were now offered including a single-disc in-dash CD player or
trunk-mounted 6-disc CD changer, stereo equalizer, fog lights, security system, rear wing
spoiler, trunk lip spoiler, luggage rack, full and half nose mask, center armrest, window visors,
sunroof visor, car cover, and a cockpit cover. Because of tightening auto safety regulations
from the NHTSA, all and model year Accords sold in the United States came equipped with
motorized shoulder belts for front passengers to comply with passive restraint mandates. These
semi-automatic restraints were a two-component system; a motorized shoulder belt along with
a non-integrated and manually operated seatbelt. The shoulder belts automatically raced around
each window frame encircling both the driver and front-seat passenger whenever the front door
closed. The process reversed to release them when opened. The lap belts, however, still
required manual fastening. In early for the model year, Honda unveiled the Accord wagon,
manufactured at the Marysville, Ohio plant. The Ohio plant exported right-hand drive wagons
and coupes to Europe and Japan, and in Europe, the station wagon station wagon was called
the "Aerodeck" in reference to the â€” 2-door vehicle. All station wagons sold outside the
United States were affixed with a small badge on the "C" pillar denoting the vehicle was built at
the Ohio facility. European and Japanese vehicles had options not available within the U. They
had larger front brakes to compensate for the added weight and unlike other U. Accords,
including a driver's side airbag as standard equipment. Other than a retractable tonneau cover
in the rear cargo area and keyless entry on EX models, the wagons were equipped the same as
their coupe and sedan counterparts. Honda reintroduced the SE previously SE-i sedan for For
the first time, a manual transmission was not offered in the SE. Unlike previous editions, the SE
was not equipped with uniquely styled alloy wheels but instead carried the EX model wheels.
Accords received a minor facelift in for the model year. The system used the same EX-SE twin
outlet muffler, a revised air intake tract, a revised camshaft, and a revised intake manifold using
IAB butterfly valves which open at rpm to increase air intake breathing at high rpm. Anti-lock
4-wheel disc brakes became standard on the EX. The front and rear facias received a more
rounded and updated look. Coupe and sedan models received a new grille, new headlamps,
amber parking lights, slightly thinner body side molding , updated wheel designs and for the
first time, the EX coupe used wheels different from the EX sedan. The sedans received restyled
shortened taillamps with an inverted amber turn signal and backup light positions. The wagon
taillamps though still resembled those from the â€” Accord. The US-market coupe used the new
revised inverted positioning of the signal and backup lights, but the shape of the taillamps still
resembled those of the 90â€”91 models. EX trim levels included a radio anti-theft function to
deter stereo theft. A front driver's seat armrest was now standard on LX and EX models. Some

dealer-installed accessories were dropped including the luggage rack, trunk-lip spoiler, and
cockpit cover. A gold finish kit was added. In , Honda introduced the 10th Anniversary Edition
sedan to commemorate the 10th year of U. Accord production. The upgrades included ABS,
4-wheel disc brakes, 15" EX coupe six-spoke alloy wheels, body-colored side moldings, chin
spoiler, and standard automatic transmission. The 10th Anniversary models also included the
same premium seat fabric found in EX models. The SE returned in late as both a sedan and for
the first time since the SE-i, as a coupe. The SE sedan featured standard dual front airbags; the
first Accord to do so. An 8-button, 4-speaker Honda-Bose audio system, automatic
transmission, leather trim, body-colored bumper, and body side moldings were standard. The
SE coupe included a factory rear wing spoiler which differed slightly in design from the already
available dealer-installed accessory rear wing spoiler. In Canada, the SE came with heated front
seats and heated side-view mirrors. Both the sedan and coupe received distinctive inch alloy
wheels as well. Sadly, would be the swan song for the SE as exclusive, high content, limited
edition Accord model. Later generations would use a "Special Edition" designation rather than
the previously used "SE" designation. At the end of the model life of the CB Accord, a "pillared
hardtop " model called the Honda Ascot Innova was launched in Japan, based on the CB
Accord chassis, but with a different, much more modern-styled body, taking cues from the
Honda Prelude. The fourth-generation Accord spawned a sister model in , called the Honda
Ascot which, while mechanically identical to the Accord, featured unique sedan bodywork,
although it bore a resemblance to the Accord. Unlike previous generations of the Honda Vigor,
which were simply upmarket versions of the Accord, the third generation 'CB5' model was spun
off as a model in its own right and was based on a different platform which featured a
longitudinal engine layout compared to the transverse set-up of the Accord. A sister model to
the Vigor, the Honda Inspire, was also unveiled in and, bar a different front grille, front and rear
lights, and bumpers, sported identical bodywork. For the first time in the model's history, Honda
developed two distinct versions of the Accord when the fifth-generation model was launched in
the Fall of ; one version for the European market and one for the North American and Japanese
market. Honda and the Rover Group created the European Accord and the Rover , a reflection of
the past success they had with the Honda Legend and the Rover This generation Accord was
also sold in Japan as the Isuzu Aska , while some Isuzu products were sold as Honda products
there also. At its introduction in , it won the Car of the Year Japan Award for the second time.
The fifth-generation North American Accord was launched on 9 September , for the model year
and was based on the new 'CD' chassis. Larger than its predecessor, primarily to better suit the
requirements of the North American market, the new model grew in width but shrunk in length,
leaving it classified as a mid-size car in North America. It thus became too wide to fit within the
favorable tax bracket in Japan, where its role was to be partially taken over by the slightly
narrower second-generation Honda Ascot sold at Honda Primo Japanese dealerships and
Honda Rafaga sold at Honda Verno. The engines offered with the Accord also exceeded the
maximum limit of cc to remain in the favorable "compact" tax bracket. The installation of a 2.
Development began in September , along with the design process in June The final design was
selected by an early date of 18 December and frozen by mid Design inconsistencies in early ,
caused several alterations to be made until April , when a secondary design freeze took place,
ahead of scheduled production. Production later began at Marysville assembly on 24 August
Honda of Japan marketed four different size engines in the Japanese-spec Accord sedan: 1. All
Accord versions were sold at Honda Clio locations in Japan. The fifth-generation Accord
became the first Accord to be built and sold in the Philippines. The 5-speed manual
transmission remained mostly unchanged, while the 4-speed automatic noted for its hard shifts,
now included Honda's "Grade-Logic" shift program, which would prevent "gear-hunting" by
holding the current gear while driving on a sloped incline. All Accord models received a more
ergonomic interior with standard safety features such as dual airbags and reinforced
side-impact beams. DX and LX models came equipped similarly to the previous generation and
were fitted with a revised version of the previous generation's 2. The Accord coupe as in the
previous generation looked almost exactly like the sedan and was the last generation of the
Accord to offer a wagon variant in North America until the introduction of the Accord Crosstour
in In , the Accord debuted a V6 engine , the 2. The addition of the taller C27 engine required
substantial alterations to the CD platform, with V6 models sporting a redesigned engine layout,
taller front fenders, and a different hood than I4 models; however, these differences are difficult
to spot without both models parked side by side. Both versions of the V6 received a dual-outlet
exhaust, a 4-speed automatic transmission, inch machined aluminum-alloy wheels on the
EX-V6, and inch steel wheels with full covers on the LX-V6, and a slightly updated front grille
which would be later used in all 96â€”97 Accords. The Accord saw very few other changes for
with the exception of a few different exterior and interior color combinations. In , the Accord

underwent the usual mid-generation facelift for More rounded bumpers, a slightly modified front
fascia which was originally exclusive in the V6 models in with new signal lights and rear
taillamps gave the Accord a softer look. All Hondas now complied with the federal government's
requirement of OBD II engine diagnostics though all three engine choices remained the same. In
order to increase the Accord's competitiveness against its rivals in different international
markets, Honda CEO Nobuhiko Kawamoto decided on one basic platform for the
sixth-generation Accord, but with different bodies and proportions for local markets. The
Special Edition trim package was introduced. The Special Edition received a factory installed
security system with keyless entry, single-disc CD player, body-colored side molding,
distinctive alloy wheels, and a sunroof. It was offered in automatic transmission only and was
fitted with the same engine as the LX. Acclaimed for its handling, the Accord has been known [
by whom? In New Zealand, the fifth-generation Accord was assembled at Honda's
manufacturing site in Nelson and was released in March A facelift was released in December ,
which coincided with the release of VTEC engines in the upper-spec models. This generation of
the Accord is one of the most frequently stolen cars in the U. Honda of Japan produced three
high-performance models of the Accord for the Japanese domestic market referred to as the
SiR , which was available for sale at Honda Clio dealerships in Japan. The sports car approach
to the Accord SiR was aimed at aligning the Accord with the Honda Verno sports sedan that
replaced the Vigor, called the Honda Saber a platform-mate shared with the Honda Inspire. The
compact sedan role the Accord previously filled was now relegated to the Honda Rafaga and
Ascot. The Japan-built SiR sedan 94â€”97 was available with a 5-speed manual transmission as
standard equipment or an optional "Grade-Logic" four-speed automatic transmission. It came
with cloth sport seats styled similar to the Prelude or optional leather seats, both exclusive to
the SiR. The Accord SiR suspension was improved with a stiffer front sway bar Features for the
94â€”95 Accord SiR models sedans and coupes included the following items: cruise control,
automatic climate control Similar to the first-generation Acura CL , Bose stereo system, 7,
redline tachometer, optional electronic traction control, and optional limited-slip differential for
automatic transmission, optional SRS and airbags, factory-installed driving lights, optional
factory-installed "pop up" navigation radio head unit, sound insulation liner under front hood,
black-housing headlamps, no side molding was available on the Accord SiR sedan, optional
rear sunscreen, optional sunroof, and power-retractable outside mirrors. Features for the
96â€”97 Accord SiR models sedans, coupes, and wagons included the same as above while
adding; optional cruise control, rear window wiper on the sedan, optional leather interior, and a
colored side molding for the sedan as well. The fifth-generation Accord for the European market
was unveiled in and was completely different than the global model 'CD'. It was the result of a
joint effort with the Rover Group that provided Rover with the series. The exterior was designed
by Shigeo Ueno, was finalized in In , the European Accord received a minor facelift and was
given a new front end new headlamps, bumper, hood, and grill and slightly different taillamps
see images. The styling of the facelifted Accord remained identical to the styling of the Ascot
Innova although the frameless doors were replaced with conventional items and featured the
design language first introduced on the fifth-generation Honda Civic. The styling of the
European Accord differed dramatically from the North American which featured a more
conventional sedan styling compared to the European model's low slung, fastback inspired
look which also incorporated rear quarter windows. The facelifted Accord was also equipped
with two airbags as standard. However, the European Accord did not spawn a station wagon
nor a coupe version. Instead, Honda opted to import the coupe and station wagon Aerodeck
versions of the global Accord. The diesel model of the Accord was fitted with the direct injection
Rover L-Series diesel engine, as also fitted in the Rover Called the , the car shared its platform
with the European Accord and, with the exception of the front doors, lower rear doors, and
windscreen, sported unique styling which dispensed with the rear quarter windows. The interior
design of the was very similar to the Accord's however, while the dashboard design was
identical. For the sixth generation, Honda split the Accord into three separate models, designed
for the Japanese, North American, and European markets. This generation also spawned two
distinctively branded performance versions for European and Japanese domestic markets,
dubbed Type R, and Euro R, respectively. The seventh generation of the Accord was launched
in model year in North America , [46] and consists of two separate models; one for the Japanese
and European markets, and the other for North America, with the Japanese and European model
being sold in North America as the Acura TSX. However, both were in fact sold in many other
markets, fueled by the popular Cog advertisement for the Accord. The European and Japanese
Accords were integrated on the previous Japanese Accord's chassis, but with a new body. At
its introduction in , it won the Car of the Year Japan Award for a record third time. In Europe, the
car featured a 2. Some features that distinguish it are the Recaro seats, the body kit, a MOMO

steering wheel, lightweight inch alloys, and a special aluminum gear knob found only in
Honda's Type R variants. The North American Accord grew in size yet again, becoming a vastly
different car than its Japanese and European counterparts. This generation was available in
both coupe and sedan forms, while a hybrid model was introduced in early This Accord was the
first to use wheels with five lug nuts instead of the traditional four on 4-cylinder models. The
4-cylinder engine also used a timing chain instead of a timing belt. This coupe came with inch
wheels that varied between the and models , strut tower bar, perforated leather seating, carbon
fiber dash pieces, and an upgraded watt stereo system. This model was also sold in Japan as
the Honda Inspire from to The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety found â€”04 Accords had
the lowest fatality rates in the non-luxury mid-size sedan class. The updated Accord for the
Japanese and European markets went on sale in mid It is available as both a sedan and a
station wagon. In the People's Republic of China, a version of the sedan is sold as the Honda
Spirior which later on developed an independent second generation. Production began in
August in China, by Dongfeng Honda. Production ended at the end of February for Australia and
New Zealand spec models. In Europe, the car maintained the 2. The North American version of
the Accord has a different body from its Japanese counterpart. This shape is sold as the Honda
Inspire in Japan and is not sold in Europe. It was discontinued in Japan in September In
Malaysia, the Accord is locally assembled. In China, Guangqi Honda also makes this vehicle
with 2. Guangqi began making the Accord Crosstour in In Malaysia, the eighth generation is
also rebadged as the Proton Perdana from December and is used by government officials. For
the ninth-generation Accord, Honda appointed Shoji Matsui, who served as an engineer on the
Accord platform from to , as the lead project manager. In August , the company released initial
details pertaining to the Accord sedan, and production versions of both the sedan and coupe
were fully unveiled in early September Corresponding release dates in Canada for the sedan
and coupe models are 24 September , and 1 November , respectively. In February , the Accord
was scheduled to enter the Russian market. The tenth-generation Accord was unveiled on 14
July New features available include front and rear parking sensors , magnetorheological
dampers , acoustic PVB laminated front door glass, 6" automotive head-up display HUD , and
4-way height-adjustable power lumbar driver's seat. The vehicle is equipped with standard
Honda Sensing adding traffic sign recognition on all models in the U. A base 1. This engine is
based on the engine in the Civic Type R , but with a smaller turbocharger, different pistons and
camshafts, and the addition of a pair of balance shafts. The Accord hybrid went on sale in
March The lithium-ion battery is more compact and mounted under the rear seat. The generator
and propulsion motor permanent magnets no longer contain rare-earth heavy metals. To save
weight the front subframe , front control arms, hood, front and rear bumpers are constructed of
aluminum, which were previously reserved for past hybrid models. The tenth generation Accord
debuted for the Japanese domestic market at the 46th Tokyo Motor Show through October to
November and went on sale in Japan on 21 February and is imported from Thailand. For the
model year, the Accord receives a minor facelift, including a revised grille, new wheel designs,
and brighter LED headlights. A Sport SE trim replaces the non-hybrid EX, while the manual
transmission has been discontinued due to poor sales. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto
touchscreen integration are now standard on all models, with wireless functionality on EX-L and
higher trim levels. The Accord has been raced in multiple different motorsport series through
the years. In the British Touring Car Championship , it achieved 21 race victories, finished
runner-up in the manufacturers' championship in and , and also won the independents'
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hydrogen vehicles. Total Cars. Follow Us on Facebook. Straight To Your Inbox. Most Popular
Times. Top Lists. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
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rewards you with near 36mpg on the open road and has responsive acceleration not found in
other brands in its class and continues to be the gold standard in form meeting function.
Angular side sculpting and a bold grille give our Accord a sporty, yet sophisticated flair. Take a
look inside our LX and notice the comfortable, well-appointed interior offers ample passenger
space and a multi-functional 8-inch display communicates with the car's technology to be your
official command center and to provide you with a personalized driving experience at your
fingertips with steering wheel-mounted controls. Thanks to Honda and its advanced
compatibility engineering body structure, numerous airbags, and responsive braking, you can
have peace of mind knowing your precious cargo will be kept out of harm's way in this solid
sedan. The quality engineering behind the Accord LX makes it the obvious choice. Print this
page and call us Now We have you covered! Known as the 'King of Credit', we are able to
finance any customer who is interested in purchasing from CarWorld. We help customers like
no other dealership! We discount prices, never quality! And remember, if we can't do it, nobody
can! Don't wait until ticket prices go up! Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No
haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to
certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. If you are looking
for a vehicle with great styling, options and incredible fuel economy, look no further than this
quality automobile. This is the one. Just what you've been looking for. Disinfectant methods or
claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent
transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Grand and graceful, this Honda Accord will
envelope you in well-designed charm and security. With a Regular Unleaded I-4 2. Make Model
Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Very
low mileage vehicle. This vehicle has been inspected. We welcome pre-buy inspections. Very
clean interior! It seems that this vehicle was owned by a non-smoker. Very smooth ride! All
electronic components in working condition. All interior components are in good working order.
This is one of the most desirable color combinations. At Topline Automotive Inc, we strive to
provide you with the best quality vehicles for the lowest possible price, and this Accord Sedan
is no exception. Locally owned and very well taken care of! Great service history records from
our Service Department! Very low miles! Very clean, both inside and out! Visit -- online. Oil and
filter changed. Vehicle Features: Power driver seat, Power steering, Power windows, Remote
keyless entry, Steering wheel mounted audio controls, Front Bucket Seats, Front Center
Armrest, Alloy wheels Disclosures: Prices do not include government fees, taxes, any finance
charges, any dealer document processing charge, any electronic filing charge, or any emission
testing charge. Beyond its history of reliability and high resale value, the Accord is now more
varied than ever. Whether you want a no-fuss and highly economical sedan, a sporty

V6-powered coupe or a hybrid that attains 50 mpg in the city, the Accord offers something for
everyone. Loan Disclaimer:While every effort has been made to ensure that the information
included on this site is accurate, the dealer cannot guarantee that the inventory shown will be
available at the dealership. All inventory listed is subject to prior sale. Incentives and
Allowances may expire at any time. Prices are valid on day of publication only. Offers cannot be
combined. Internet prices already include all applicable rebates and incentives which are
subject to incentive or rebate qualification criteria and requirements, and which may be
contingent upon finance company approval. Price is valid when it originates from an internet
advertisement. Internet prices include all applicable incentives in lieu of special interest rate.
Internet price subject to change without notice to correct errors or omissions or in the event of
inventory fluctuations. Accessories and color may vary. Standard features are based upon trim
level. Price does not include dealer installed options or equipment. All features are not available
for all vehicles. Please contact the store by email or phone for more details and availability of
any incentives. Neither dealer nor its affiliates will be responsible for typographical or other
errors, including data transmission, display, or software errors that may appear on the site. Not
available with special finance and some other offers. Tax, title, license unless itemized above
are extra. Your actual mileage may vary. Nationwide shipping is available. Call today to
schedule your test drive! Se habla espanol! Interested parties should confirm all data before
relying on it to make a purchase decision. All prices and specifications are subject to change
without notice. I understand that my consent to be contacted is not a requirement to purchase
any product or service and that I can opt-out at any time. I agree to pay my mobile service
providers text messaging rates, if applicable. No Salvage, Flood or Rebuilt Titles! See dealer for
details. Due to the possibility of 3rd party errors or omissions, dealership is not liable for the
accuracy of information in listing. We are excited to offer this Honda Accord Sedan. Start
enjoying more time in your new ride and less time at the gas station with this Honda Accord
Sedan. You could keep looking, but why? You've found the perfect vehicle right here. More
information about the Honda Accord Sedan: The Honda Accord is a mid-sized car, competing
against some of the best-selling vehicles in America. Prime targets for the Accord include the
Camry and the Altima. The Accord is a solid value, but with a capable and sophisticated chassis
that can feel quite luxurious when properly optioned. This versatility allows it to be either a
spacious alternative to many economy cars or a less expensive alternative to many luxury cars.
There is even a stylish coupe available with performance that matches many sports cars.
Strengths of this model include long history of reliability, Fuel efficiency, variety of
configurations available, and interior space We look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us
for more information. Angular side sculpting and a bold grille give our LX a sporty, yet
sophisticated flair. The quality engineering behind the Accord makes it the obvious choice. We
have all types of financing based on your credit worthiness. We guarantee your experience will
be present, our sales staff is on salary to eliminate haggling and to make the customers buying
experience a great one. You'll always have an enjoyable ride whether you're zipping around
town or cruising on the highway in this Honda Accord Sedan. This Accord Sedan offers you
miles, and will be sure to give you many more. It was cleverly designed with details that make
every drive a delight, such as: blue tooth,heated seats,leather seats,moon roof,mp3 audio
input,power locks,power seats,power windows and rear view camera We crush the competition
on price and service. Adventure is calling! Drive it home today. Our knowledgeable sales staff
have been trained and certified to provide amazing customer service. All online prices have
been reduced by financing incentives and exclude tax, tag, title, registration fees, governmental
fees, reconditioning charges or any additional insurance and warranty coverage, GAP coverage
or fee applicable to the sale of a car. The vehicle must be financed through Gunther to receive
special reduced online price. See dealer for full detail. Looking for a family vehicle? This Honda
Accord is great for kids and adults. It is a super clean one-owner car, one of the best that we
have ever seen. We know safety is key for purchasing a vehicle. We also know that this vehicle
has never been in any kind of wreck. Whether hauling a heavy load or accelerating up to
highway speeds, the 2. The 2. Take the road least traveled with this formidable off-road
suspension. One thing we can assure you of is that pampered luxury is what this ride is all
about. This Honda Accord comes fully equipped with all the power, convenience and safety
options that you expect in a car of this caliber. From bumper to bumper this car has been
thoroughly inspected and is working perfectly thanks to our comprehensive multi-point
inspection that we perform on every vehicle that we sell. We know you want a vehicle that looks
good. This car has been well maintained and is flawless. A thorough inspection has shown this
car to be in tip-top condition with no need for any major mechanical work. All in all the exterior
is in great shape with no rust, dings or dents other than the usual minuscule scuff or two that
require close scrutiny to even notice. While not totally new looking, the interior is quite nice and

clean with no stains or tears in it and is very presentable. We want to make sure our customers
have confidence buying from us. Ask about getting a free AutoCheck report on this or any other
vehicle that we have for sale. Wondering how many owners this car has had? We want you to be
completely satisfied with your purchase, so we offer an optional extended warranty at a very
affordable price. Just ask for the details. We offer great low monthly payments to qualified
buyers with low money down and your clean used trade-in. Call us to day at to find out more.
We believe in saving our customers money. Come swing by today and check out this great deal,
we are only minutes from La Plata! This Honda Accord Sedan comes Factory equipped with an
impressive 3. Honda Marysville has the used cars Columbus, Ohio shoppers trust for safety,
reliability and service. It comes equipped with leather, sunroof, alloy wheels, automatic
transmission, power windows, and power locks. This is a locally serviced non-smoker trade-in
and the price has just been reduced! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Our Top Picks. No accidents. Price Drop. All 10, Listings. Enter your ZIP code to show
only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 9, Coupe Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 9, Manual Engine Type Gas 9, Hybrid 8. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive
10, Cylinders 4 cylinders 8, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. Know The Deal. Five Star Dealer. Showing 1 - 18 out of
10, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Waited a few months before reviewing, and Honda has hit
a price-value sweet spot, especially with the LX model. Features at the entry price is amazing
see fav features. Love the handling, gas mileage, and the front end design. No complaints with
the seats or the CVT although I had some concerns before my purchase. The car really is very
low maintenance and it's easy to do maintenance on it yourself should you choose to. Would
have liked the car to be a bit quieter, but I came from a Toyota and Lexus before this car, so it's
subjective. Steering is absolutely fantastic, comfort strikes a good balance between sport and
comfy I personally haven't had any issues with the seats. No issues with the CVT, behaves just
like a regular automatic transmission in normal driving. You only realize that it's a CVT when
pushing the car hard on the highway. Just changed out the CVT transmission fluid as the
maintenance system brought it up at 55, miles although I'll be changing the fluid out sooner the
next time around every 40k or so. The maintenance minder system isn't perfect as it only
provides an estimate. The only "major" issue I have with the car is what's been one of Honda's
weaker points over the years, the brake rotors. The braking function and distance is fine, but
Honda seems to have used cheap rotors on this car I have the LX, they have larger rotors on
higher trims. It's still present now, but dealership has advised to turn the rotors again when the
brake pads have to be replaced don't reckon it'll be anytime soon as the original brake pads
from the factory still have plenty of life left at last check - 55k miles. Another "minor" issue is
with the bluetooth - folks on the other end of the line often say the sound is poor and I've had
the system hang a few times over the years when the phone is paired after a while with the
audio system. I've come to realize that the LX model is one of the better trim levels for gas
mileage as it's the lightest model and I do prefer the audio layout with the large buttons than the
two screen setup you get with EX-L and above. One of the highlights regarding mileage on this
car was driving from Tuscaloosa, AL to Houston, TX on a single tank tank size is Gas mileage
has gone up slightly up 1 mpg over the life of the car and there are no problems to speak of. I
would recommend that owners of this vehicle change out the transmission fluid around 30kk
depending on driving conditions as the maintenance minder waits a little too long in my
experience - mine came on at 56k or so. The car has been easy on wallet with regards to
maintenance and I'm looking forward to the MY when Honda will put their turbo engines in these
Accords. Thinking about replacing the rotors with the ones used in the Accord Sport as this is a
much beefier rotor, but will have to check how it fits with the 16" wheels Accord Sports come
with 18" wheels. It was replaced under warranty originally in May and failed in Sept each OEM
battery lasted about 2 years. Replaced with a 24F type battery used in the V-6 Accords
aftermarket Diehard - rated highly in CR tests and this should hopefully fare much better in the
southern US weather. As predicted earlier, Honda is releasing the next gen Accords with turbo
charged engines and a manual transmission. Mixed emotions as I've heard good things about
the current gen V-6 and may go test drive the current V-6 and the next gen Accords to see how
they differ. Last update since I've run of out of characters. Edmunds staff, can you fix this? I'd
like to update this review. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. View our used Honda Accord
vehicles catalog for wholesale car parts. Car photos are of actual stock, not diagrams! The
Honda Accord is a long-running series of car since to present. The Honda Accord became very
popular for its affordability and reliability and became one of the best selling car around Engine
sizes vary depending on the generation of Accord. The most popular manufactured and sold
engine were the various 4 liter engines. The latest generation of Accords include a CVT

transmission for the automatic versions. This donor vehicle is a 4 Door Sedan and has a 2. The
vehicle's outside color is Grey Grey. This donor vehicle is a 4 Door Sedan and has a 1. The
vehicle's outside color is Red Red. The vehicle's outside color is White White. This donor
vehicle is a 4 Door Sedan. The model package is LX and the transmission is AT. The vehicle's
outside color is Gray Gray. The donor vehicle has a 1. The vehicle's outside color is Black
Black. This donor vehicle is a SUV 4 Door and has a 2. This donor vehicle is a SUV 4 Door and
has a 1. The vehicle's outside color is Blue Blue. The donor vehicle has a 2. The model package
is EX and the transmission is AT. The vehicle's outside color is Silver Silver. The vehicle's
outside color is Modern Steel Gray Gray. This donor vehicle is a 4 Door Sedan and has a 2,4L
engine. This Honda Accord is Stock and has 43 used parts still available for purchase. The
vehicle's outside color is Burgundy Red Burgundy Red. The vehicle's outside color is Obsidian
Blue Obsidian Blue. The donor vehicle has a 3. The vehicle's outside color is Lunar Silver Lunar
Silver. The model package is EX and the transmission is Automatic. The vehicle's outside color
is Black Blue. This Honda Accord is Stock and has 27 used parts still available for purchase.
This Honda Accord Hybrid is Stock and has 21 used parts still available for purchase. The
model package is Hybrid and the transmission is C Speed Automatic. This donor vehicle is a 4
Door Sedan and has a 3. The vehicle's outside color is Burgundy Burgundy. This donor vehicle
is a SPO 2Dr and has a 2. The vehicle's outside color is White Orchid Pearl White. This donor
vehicle is a 2 Door Coupe and has a 3. The vehicle's outside color is Blue Blue BP. This donor
vehicle is a 2 Door Coupe and has a 2. The model package is SE and the transmission is AT.
The model package is EX and the transmission is MT. This donor vehicle is a 4 Door Sedan and
has a V6 engine. The vehicle's outside color
honda accord 1995 ex
dodge ram power seat wiring diagram
fifth wheel wiring diagram
is D Gray Grey. This Honda Accord is Stock and has 52 used parts still available for purchase.
This donor vehicle is a 2 Door Coupe. The model package is EXL and the transmission is
Automatic. This donor vehicle is a 4 Door Sedan and has a 4 cyl engine. This Honda Accord is
Stock and has 40 used parts still available for purchase. The vehicle's outside color is Gold
Gold. The vehicle's outside color is Satin Silver Silver. The model package is VP and the
transmission is AT. The model package is EX and the transmission is 5 Speed Manual. The
vehicle's outside color is Black B92P. The vehicle's outside color is Purple Purple. The model
package is LX and the transmission is 5 Speed Manual. Cart: 0 Items About. Call and speak to a
live person! Toggle navigation AH Parts Dismantlers. View Parts. Has minor scratches. View
real Honda Accord vehicle catalogs for car parts, instead of diagrams. Please Scroll down and
make a selection. Join our email list and get weekly updates of new arrivals!

